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Our Price $27,988
Specifications:

Year:  2001  

VIN:  1FTWW32FX1EC80218  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  C80218  

Model/Trim:  F-350 Super Duty XLT  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  [UD] Black Clearcoat  

Engine:  Power Stroke 7.3L Diesel Turbo V8 250hp
505ft. lbs.

 

Interior:  Medium Graphite Cloth  

Transmission:  4-Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  105,345  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

2001 Ford F-350 Super Duty XLT This 2001 Ford F-350 Super Duty
XLT is living proof that reliability isn't dead. Still chomping at the bit to
get some serious work done, this truck is what real power looks like.
With a commanding presence and unparalleled performance, this truck
is designed to handle the toughest jobs and make every drive an
adventure. Boasting a powerful Power Stroke 7.3L Diesel Turbo V8
engine, the F-350 is sure to be the best decision you ever make. Its
sleek black exterior exudes confidence and durability, while the well-
maintained gray cloth interior provides a comfortable and inviting space
for you and your passengers. Whether you're heading to a job site or
embarking on a weekend getaway, this truck's spacious cabin and
thoughtful design ensure a pleasant journey every time. The 4-speed
automatic transmission ensures smooth and effortless shifting, allowing
you to focus on the road ahead. The dual rear wheels provide
exceptional stability and load-carrying capacity, making this truck a
reliable companion for heavy-duty towing and hauling. With the
comprehensive Camper/Towing Package, you're fully equipped to bring
along your trailer, boat, or camper without breaking a sweat. The spray-
in bedliner ensures a safe bed, the chrome assist steps ensures easy
access and the Gooseneck hitch prep kit ensures that should you
choose, this truck can become a monster towing machine.
Entertainment and comfort are also well-catered for, thanks to the
premium audio system and AM/FM radio. Whether you're cruising down
the highway or navigating city streets, the crisp sound quality will keep
you entertained throughout your drive. The front air conditioning
ensures a cool and comfortable environment, no matter the weather
outside. Cruise control makes long drives a breeze, allowing you to
maintain a steady speed without constant adjustments. The power-
adjustable side mirrors provide optimal visibility, enhancing your driving
experience and ensuring you can
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Installed Options

Interior

- Power steering - Clock - Rear seat type: bench

Exterior

- Clearance lights - Dual rear wheels - Wheels: steel
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